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SELECTED WORKS



Welcome to the Jungle

2017

Welcome to the Jungle is the indication of a way and, at the same time, of being conscious of one’s position. The new

project of Alex Urso results from reflections on the contemporary art system and is an attempt to define his role with 

the awareness of the impossibility of adapting to dominant dynamics, such as the research of consensus, regardless 

of content; the incessant promotion of images, regardless of substance, which is constantly performed by emerging 

artists on the social network stage. Welcome to the Jungle, therefore, is a poetic statement that sees art as a tool for 

turning towards a blinding sense of approval which is profoundly influencing the new wave of artists coming to the 

contemporary scene. From this premise, Urso made a chapter-based project – divided in three series of works – in 

which he continues to move from the “personal” to the “universal”, with a constant overlay of autobiographical stories, 

references to art history, and to socio-political mechanisms.  © Marta Cereda, 2017

Welcome to the Jungle, 2017
Series of 15 dioramas
17 x 22 x 8 cm





Untitled (Welcome to the Jungle), 2017. Series of 3 framed collages. 40 x 60 cm



Untitled (Welcome to the Jungle), 2017. Series of 3 framed collages. 40 x 60 cm



Untitled (Welcome to the Jungle), 2017. Series of 3 framed collages. 40 x 60 cm



Brick by Brick – A Palestinian Cycle

2016

Brick by Brick is a personal action of solidarity with Palestine. This series of works include three three-dimensional

pieces; each work consist of a drawer (found object), in which the artist created a composition of elements. Every

single one of these drawers includes figures of Palestinian children, juxtaposed on a disconsolate background

depicting the city of Gaza, theatre of clashes between Israeli forces and Palestinian resistance.

Brick by Brick – A Palestinian Cycle, 2016 
Series of 3 dioramas: paper cut-out figures, wooden toy, pieces of brick, plexiglass sheet. 32 x 24 x

10 cm each



A study on The Last Judgment of Hans Memling

2016

This series of eight collages on paper was created as a study on The Last Judgment, painted by Hans Memling

between 1467 and 1471. In particular, Alex Urso addressed his attention to the figures of the damned, represented

into the original painting on its right-hand panel. From a colored-monograph dedicated to this masterpiece, Urso cut

out pictures of the sinners and juxtaposed them with shapes of flowers and plants extracted from an illustrated

encyclopedia about the natural world. The correspondence of these elements results in creating a contrast between

the harmony and the balance of nature, and the suffering bodies of the damned.

A study on The Last Judgment of Hans Memling, 2016
Series of 8 three-dimensional collages 
30 x 23 cm each







Stations of the Cross - after Hans Memling

2016

This series of dioramas appears like a “stations of the cross”. However, instead of retracing the track of Jesus Christ

on the day of his death, the works recalls one of the masterpieces of western art: the well-known Last Judgment

triptych, painted by Hans Memling between 1467 and 1471. Singularly, each of these dioramas presents an image on

the background: it depicts an episode of Memling’s work, that Urso have selected from a colored-monograph

dedicated to this painting.

Altogether, the series includes nine wooden hand-made boxes. Observing the singular episodes, and stopping in

front of each “station”, the viewer has the impression of retracing the whole painting: as in the work of Memling, the

first boxes represent the souls in heaven, followed by those in purgatory, to conclude with the suffering bodies of the

damned dragged to hell.

Stations of the Cross (after Hans Memling), 2016
Series of 9 dioramas: cut-out paper figures, bird decorative objects, seeds. 22 x 17 x 7 cm each





Were we once lovers?

2015-2016

Were we once lovers? is a series of collages on old photographs, which are been collected by Urso over several

years. The series it includes a selection of 50 pieces. Each photo depicts a different and unknown woman: above her

body silhouette the artist juxtaposed the cut-out miniature of a bird. Thereby, the bird covers the face and hides the

women vision, prolonging or shaping her features, becoming itself part of the composition. As result of it, the two

creatures are completing each other becoming one.

Were we once lovers? 2015-2016
Series of 50 collages on photographs. Dimensions variable



L'Amour et la Violence – after Hans Memling

2015

This series of seven collages on polaroid photos speaks about a loving yet hurtful story of love. The quote within it is,

encore, the Last Judgment triptych painted by Hans Memling between 1467 and 1471, mentioned by Alex Urso in

most of his production in 2015 and 2016.

The naked bodies are cut out from a monograph dedicated to the painting, representing the right panel of the

Memling’s masterpiece – the hell. The anguishing bodies of the damned, however, instead of dying within the flames

of torment and perdition, are juxtaposed on the shapes of two lovers. These photos are polaroids crumpled,

damaged, excerpted from the past to become objects, remains, memories of a story full of passion and torment; full of

love and violence.

L’Amour et la Violence (after Hans Memling), 2015 
Series of 7 collages on polaroid photos. 8,5 x 7 cm





Impossible Nature

2014-2015

Impossible Nature is a series of spatial collages*. Through elaborated boxes and assemblages, Urso made over

twenty artworks, combining book illustrations with natural elements and found objects (objets trouvés) — trash

gaining new life thanks to the change of context (artistic recycling).

The series combines materials of organic origin — sticks and dry plants — with fragments of  imaginary nature,

mainly drawings of exotic birds cut from a nature album, with other elements (such as bird food stacked by their color

or small items).

A story about the artificiality of nature? About the complex relationship between nature and art? About beauty that

must be artificial, about ornamentation or the decorative function of art? The intention of this large group of works is to

create a contrast between the fictional world of images — surrogates of reality — and reality itself.

Ziervögel (Impossible Nature series), 2015
Found object, wooden stick, cut-out paper figures, seeds, plexiglass theca. 33 x 23 x 23 cm



Ziervögel (Impossible Nature series), 2015
Found object, wooden stick, cut-out paper figures, seeds, plexiglass theca. 33 x 23 x 11 cm



Musee de l'Oubli – Eight collages by Monsieur G.

2014

The eight collages included in this project have been made by “Monsieur G.”, an unknown French artist whose true

identity Urso himself does not know (the collages, signed on the backside, date back to 1979). In 2014 Alex Urso

found them in a street market in Warsaw: they were placed on the ground among other priceless objects and second

hand junk. Intrigued, he decided to save them: after having bought the whole series, Urso spent time cleaning every

piece, rearranging it, mending the ruined parts and – finally – giving them a new life.

All the project, therefore, is a sort of archeological operation, a process of bringing back to life something extinct and

forgotten. By rescuing these art pieces from the oblivion, Urso translated his action of “creation” – proper as an artist

– as an action of “rehabilitation”. The final intention is to make a tribute to the mysterious Monsieur G. and, on a

broader level, pay homage to all artists that art history did not consider worthy of attention and memory.

Musée de l’Oubli – Eight collages by Monsieur G., 1979/2014
Series of 8 collages. 15 x 10,5 cm



Others

2012-2016

Many of Alex Urso’s dioramas aims to create an “anachronistic” interaction between the artist and authors from the

past. Through the dislocation of forms and figures of the Tradition, operated by using the technique of collage and

assemblage, he brings forth fragments of past artworks into the present and interacts with them. With each of these

elements (authors or scraps of works) Urso plays with irony, interacting to create a dialogue that puts into discussion

the authenticity of art history as has been passed down, namely as a succession of certain and creditable events.

Annunciation – The Call (after Beato Angelico), 2016
Collage on mobile phone. 15 x 20 cm



Sound of God (after Hans Memling), 2016
Collage on long-playing vinyl. 20 x 20 cm
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